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BIOGRAPHY

Sonja is a Senior Associate in BCLP's Antitrust & Competition practice, based in the London office.

She regularly advises clients on all aspects of UK and EU competition law, including cartel

investigations and enforcement, distribution and commercial arrangements, abuse of dominance,

and general competition compliance. Sonja has acted on competition law cases before the EU, UK

and other national competition regulators, including working on one of the largest ever global cartel

investigations and several complex global financial services cases. Sonja’s practice also has a

strong emphasis on sector regulation across a number of industries, with particular experience in

the infrastructure, energy, transport, telecommunications and utilities sectors.

She furthermore advises clients on the application of EU regulatory law, including in relation to

medical devices, chemicals, toys and cosmetics. She also regularly counsels on compliance with
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Jul 13, 2023

The EU’s Foreign Subsidies Regulation Goes Live as the European Commission Finalises

the Notification Requirements for Businesses

The EU’s Foreign Subsidies Regulation (FSR) entered into force on 12 July 2023. Its M&A and public procurement

notification regimes will go live on 12 October 2023. On 10 July 2023, the European Commission (Commission)

adopted its final version of the FSR’s Implementing Regulation alongside the template notification forms. This

gives further information on how the FSR regime works in practice, and specifies the information that must be

included for mandatory M&A and public procurement notifications. We have written previously about the FSR

EU/UK sanctions, including those relating to Russia/Ukraine, Iran, Libya and Syria, as well as on EU

and UK export control rules.

Sonja has spent three months on secondment to BT plc and holds a post-graduate diploma in EU

Competition Law from Kings College, London.

Sonja is fluent in German.
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THE GROWTH OF CLASS ACTIONS: WHAT’S NEXT?

We explore the rapidly changing legal landscape
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regime at the beginning of 2023. This article looks at the new FSR regime, and what this means in practice for

those doing business within the EU.

News

May 22, 2023

BCLP delivers 2023 senior managers development program for the Association of

Foreign Banks (AFB)

Blog Post

Nov 10, 2022

Banking Bites – November 10 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging some key developments in your sector that we

hope will inform your activities in your market. This edition covers: Future regulatory framework for cryptoasset

activities NY DFS Fines Bank for third party loan pricing discretion, disparate impact New UK rules proposed to

tackle greenwashing Regulator scrutinises the competition impacts of Big Tech in retail financial services sectors 

Revised Wolfsberg Financial Crime Principles for correspondent banking UK Parliamentary Committee calls for

new failure to prevent fraud offence Further changes to sanctions landscape UK’s Commercial Court hands down

judgments in COVID-19 business interruption cases

Blog Post

Oct 21, 2022

Banking Bites – October 21 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging some key developments in your sector that we

hope will inform your activities in your market. This edition covers: US FDIC Chair focuses on risk based mitigation

to climate risks UK financial services regulator updates its rulebook Will UK mandate reimbursements for APP

scams? Amended guidance to reflect UK’s 2022 Money Laundering Regulations UK’s Economic Crime Bill 2.0

enters legislative process The EU releases its eighth package of sanctions against Russia UK plans further

response to Russian activities Bank of England to change stress testing to the UK banking system FCA outlines

observations regarding transaction reporting and instrument reference data regimes New York Supreme Court

issues decision that newly enacted provision of CPLR 5004 does not apply to foreclosure judgments

Blog Post

Jul 13, 2022

Banking Bites - July 13 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging key developments in the UK that we hope will

inform your activities in your market.  This edition covers: Banks continue to crack down on use of non-firm

approved messaging platforms for business communications New FCA sanctions screening tool and updated

approach to online fraud Importance of being aware of applicable regulatory guidance on financial crime risk

House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee and Treasury Committee work on the UK Government’s Russia

Sanctions regime FCA Feedback Statement on ESG integration in UK capital markets: Feedback to CP21/18 Time

to put the H in ESG – ESHG? FCA publishes guidance on the scope and application of the business interruption

insurance test case

Insights

May 23, 2022

Bids, scores, and brand new laws? A review of the Government’s Procurement Bill 2022
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On 11 May 2022, the keenly awaited Procurement Bill (announced in the Queen’s Speech) was formally introduced

to the House of Lords and received its first reading.  Running to 122 pages (and comprising 116 sections across

13 Parts, and 11 Schedules) in its current form, the Bill is one of the Prime Minister’s so-called “Brexit bonanza”

bills focused on further decoupling the UK from the EU. Post-Brexit, the government views this as an opportunity

for the UK to develop and implement a procurement regime unburdened by the current complex regime that

derives almost entirely from EU law. Indeed, the intention is to repeal the public contracts, defence, utilities and

concessions procurement regimes, and replace these with a single piece of procurement legislation that extends

to contracting authorities in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (Scotland has opted not to implement the new

UK procurement r…

Insights

May 11, 2022

Levelling up the UK’s Russian sanctions regime—the new internet sanctions

On 27 April 2022, the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment) (No 9) Regulations 2022, SI 2022/477 (the

‘Regulations’) were laid before Parliament and came into force two days later. The regime created under the

statutory instrument, which targets internet services, is the first of its kind and underlines the novel nature of the

UK’s response to the fast moving events taking place on the world stage.

Blog Post

Apr 19, 2022

Banking Bites – April 19 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging key developments in the UK that we hope will

inform your activities in your market.  This edition covers: Documents produced for UK employment court

proceedings could be disclosed UK Government changes the list of high risk third countries UK regulators

focussed on cryptoasset exposure UK Government to introduce second Economic Crime Bill Further Russian

individuals and industries have become the target of UK and US sanctions Lessons Learned: US and UK

authorities interested in the use of non-firm approved messaging platforms for business communications If you

have any questions or feedback, please get in touch.

Insights

Feb 14, 2022

UK expands designation criteria for Russia sanctions measures


